Artist and visionary Carolyn Quartermaine’s home
and studio in France is a dreamy, romantic scape for her latest Modern
Lace and Fresh fabric collections.

This page: Carolyn quartermaine’s studio on the top floor of
her house in the south of france. Hanging above the desk is
‘GIANT NOUVEAU FLOWER’ fabric in turquoise blue on white linen.
The chair is one of a set of louis XV-style chairs from the 1920s,
covered in a hand-printed and painted abstracted Toile de
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Jouy design. The side table is from Barbados. Opposite page: ON
THE MEZZANINE level of the four storey loft-style house hangs
‘FAT SCROLL’ fabric in FLUORESCENT PINK ON WHITE COTTON.
UNDERneath arE pieces of HAND-PAINTED FABRICS. THE BENCH IS
18TH Century FRENCH. covering the FLOOR IS ‘GIANT LACE PANEL’
COTTON fabric in FLUORESCENT PINK. “my homes are, in effect,
large studios – mise en scènes, installations that constantly
change,” quartermaine says. “i pin things, I play with objects,
colours, flowers and paint.” Details, last pages.
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“

I love the total freshness
of the blues

”

quartermaine’s newest fabric ranges,
MODERN LACE and FRESH, pictured in these
pages, are available through the artist’s
studio in london. lEFT: the first FLOOR,
LOOKING inTO THE main BEDROOM and
tHROUGH quartermaine’s ‘GIANT LACE PANEL’
ON SILK ORGANZA. THE BED IS COVERED with
A BLUE SILK VELVET PRINTED WITH ‘FRENCH
ABSTRACT’ pattern IN WHITE (from her
previous FLOWERS COLLECTION), with a PALE
YELLOW ANTIQUE SILK VELVET CUSHION. THE
BEDSIDE TABLES ARE ANTIQUE CAST IRON AND
THE 1970s TOPS CAME FROM A BAR IN SaintTropez. (“i’M NOW MAKING THEM,” she says.)
19TH Century CHANDELIERS dangle on each
SIDE OF THE BED, HUNG FROM SILK RIBBONs.
Above: The hanging panel on THE LEFT IS
‘FRENCH ABSTRACT’ PRINTED IN GLITTER ON WHITE
LINEN. on the right is ‘GIANT LACE PANEL’ ON
LINEN IN TURQUOISE BLUE. THE METAL STOOL IS
FRENCH AND THE PILLOW IS LINEN, HAND-PRINTED
IN A BLUE/LILAC Toile. “i love the total
freshness of the blues. They are calm and
beautiful to live with,” says the artist.
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‘‘I am a painter,’’

says Quartermaine,

“the fabrics are distillations
of the marks I make”

The GROUND FLOOR ENTRANCE of the
home, with an off-WHITE CEMENT FLOOR
emphasising the bright and airy feel
of the space. An ANTIQUE METAL 1940S
CHAIR is placed in silhouette behind
a ‘GIANT LACE PANel’ PRINTED IN RED ON
WHITE SILK ORGANZA. The windows are
framed with WHITE LINEN CURTAINS.
opposite page: in the STUDIO is a HANDPAINTED SILVER LEAF CHAIR, MADE FOR AN
Exhibition AT THE musée de la Toile de
Jouy in VERSAILLES. ”I am a painter,”
says quartermaine. “the fabrics are
distillations – they are the tidier,
purified versions of the marks i make
in paintings and collages.”
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“I love the powerful modernity

of fluoro colours”

quartermaine leans against ‘GIANT LACE PANel’ in FLUORESCENT PINK. Opposite page: A hot pink serving TRAY, a gift FROM Mourad Mazouz, the owner of london’s
SKETCH restaurant where the designer contributed to the decoration, sits on a knoll table in the home’s entrance area. the CHANDELIER is 19TH Century
ITALIAN. the CHAIR IN the BACKground is LOUIS xVI-STYLE COVERED IN ‘FAT SCROLL’ fabric in FLUORESCENT PINK. “I love the powerful modernity of the FLUORo
colours thrown in to the mix of antique and the off-white cement floor,” she says. “it’s almost slightly Matisse-like, and it’s amazing how something
people find a little scary – FLUORo colour – sits so easily and happily with 18th-century pieces.”
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“i work slowly, trying lots of

hand printing and painting
before I’m happy”

Left: the LIVING ROOM is one area of the expansive, open GROUND-FLOOR
SPACE. A glass vase of fresh flowers sits on A 1950S METAL AND MARBLE
TABLE, next to a chair from a set of 1920s louis XV-style seats.
quartermaine’s Large paintings on antique linen, FLOWER GARDEN BLUE
and FLOWER GARDEN ROSE, are propped against the walls, reaching
almost to the ceiling. The 1970s SOFA is strewn with CUSHIONs COVERED
WITH ‘FRENCH ABSTRACT’ in GLITTER ON GOLD SILK. The piece of FABRIC
folded on the sofa is ‘FRENCH ABSTRACT’ WHITE ON MERCURY GREY SILK
TAFFETA. Above: The hand-painted TILES on the 1940S TABLE ARE PART OF
A COLLECTION quartermaine created FOR Italian ceramics company
Altaeco. A collection of 19th-century BOTTLES are used for tabletop
decoration. The 1960s cane CHAIRS are FRENCH. “the collection has
taken a few years to put together as I always work slowly, trying
lots of hand printing and painting before I’m happy,” quartermaine
says. “the lace was built up from a lot of 19th-century elements.
‘fat scroll’ is a design I created years ago, but it felt right to bring
it into this mix and in fluoro colours.” Details, last pages.
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